OCR GCSE TOPIC LIST: Higher Tier

Use a multiplier to solve percentage problems

Solve several linear inequalities on a graph

Volume of prisms

Fractions – four operations (including mixed numbers)

Surface area of prisms

3D coordinates

Index laws

Calculate the area of a triangle using ½absinc
Repeated percentage change

Find the length of a line
Express a quantity as a fraction/percentage of another
Solve inequalities

Decimals – four operations

Cosine Rule

Arcs lengths and areas of sectors (may have to leave in terms of π)

Recognise shapes of graphs

Plot linear graphs

Relative frequency

Cumulative frequency and box plots

Expanding single and double brackets
Transformations
Constructions
Design a survey

Trial and improvement

Use and generate formulae

Factorising

Set up and solve linear equations

Probability (‘or’ & ‘and’ rule)

Circle theorems

Compare averages and range

Index laws

Percentage increase and decrease

Modal class

Exponential growth and decay
Simultaneous equations
Solve quadratics by completing the square

Convert units of measure for area and volume (cm² to mm²)

Plans and elevations

Approximations and rounding

Probability: sum of mutually exclusive outcomes

Similar shapes

Interpret time on a calculator

Standard form

Compound measure (speed, density etc…)

Find midpoints of lines

HCF and LCM

Ratio

Tree diagrams

Vectors

Find gradients of line graphs

SOHCAHTOA

Stratified sample

Change the subject of a formula

Substitution
Two-way tables

Sine rule

Solve quadratics using the formula
Mean from grouped data

Solve quadratics that factorise

Angle properties

Convert between fractions, decimals and percent

Convert a recurring decimal to a fraction
Rationalise the denominator

Direct and Indirect proportion
Interior and exterior angles in a polygon

Prime factor decomposition
Surds

Pythagoras 2D and 3D
Reverse percentage change

Draw and interpret a range of graphs
Generate and find nth term
Upper and Lower bounds

Completing the square (and use to find minimum values)

Pythagoras (either Pythagorean triplets or surd form)
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Plot quadratic graphs

Graph transformations

Moving averages
Histograms

IMPORTANT
Please note
this is a best
guess and they
could appear
on either
paper!

